
Sweet but Deadly
THE SITUATION
Our Children are pure potential. 
Yet a lack of nutrition means…
A lack of realisation, a lack of actualisation…lack instead of growth.

Direct health consequences themselves include: 

Health study after health study indicates our children’s diets are far from nourishing. Increased sugar 
intake is the main culprit, with white bread, fast and fatty foods also being contributors.

The problem perpetuates itself as overweight and obese children are likely to suffer from poor self-
esteem, suffer from isolation through social difficulties, be less inclined to participate in athletic activities 
while very likely never having felt the all important positive associations with daily nutrition and activity.  

This massive epidemic is complex; it’s messy and it knows no bounds.  Through our day-to-day lives; the 
complexity of the issue itself creates compartmentalisation. The boundaries that exist between our vital 
institutions in fact, create barriers to understanding, responding and taking responsibility in this time 
of crisis.  Our homes, schools, local communities, political institutions all have a role and responsibility 
in ensuring our children have a chance to realize their potential.

We have been bombarded with the daunting realities of our children and youth:

FOR EXAMPLE:
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✱  Type 2  diabetes

✱  Cardiovascular disease

✱  Tooth decay and gum disease

✱  Hypertension

✱  Heptic and gastric complications

✱  Orthopaedic disorders

✱   Sleep apnoea and  
sleep-disordered breathing

Let’s take a page out of our 
kid’s playbook AND well…PLAY!

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO INVITE YOUR COLLEAGUES, FRIEND AND FAMILY MEMBERS TO  
PARTICIPATE AS OUR MAIN AIM IS TO HARNESS THE POWER OF THE COLLECTIVE.

Your participation is a must!JOIN US

1CLICK HERE to  
JOIN THE ‘SUGAR:  

SWEET_BUT_DEADLY’  
ONLINE PLATFORM

2 CREATE YOUR  
OWN PROFILE 3 INSIGHT AND INSPIRATION: 

CONTRIBUTE CONTENT THROUGH 
THE USE OF EXAMPLES, PHOTOS, 
VIDEO, ARTICLES

4TOUGH PROBLEM AND 
THE TEAM WILL PROVIDE 

TOOL-KITS TO ENCOURAGE 
YOUR OWN RESEARCH

5COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS 
WILL BE PLANNED 

PROVIDING A PLATFORM FOR 
A MEETING-OF-THE-MINDS

How might we help our kids to make life-long decisions about XS sugar 
consumption in the face of conflicting and confusing information?

https://plus.google.com/s/Sugar%3A%20Sweet_But_Deadly%D5%20/communities?hl=en-GB


 The natural tendency is to point upwards towards the government and demand a crack-down on food 
companies through greater regulation of sugar and fat content. Further regulation will likely bring 
incremental benefits; yet surely we can do better!

The challenges are immense yet so is our capacity to confront and understand. Limitations are imposed 
within the very way in which we avoid, approach and even think about the problem itself. 

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM SPACE 
The source of the problem is extensive and complex, often deeply rooted in a child’s view of the world 
which is shaped by many influences including parents, school, media, peers etc. 

The issues are well documented:

✱   A kids food “choices” do not have nutritional levels their bodies require for healthy functioning and 
growth so they are left in a state of perpetual “wanting.” 

✱   Constant craving/hunger from lack of nourishment often results in kids throwing tantrums, forcing 
their parents to give in an attempt to appease them.

✱   Kids never learn or understand “satiety” within themselves.

✱   Negative associations with eating (i.e. Choose not to eat in an attempt to lose weight).  
“One’s very hunger is what keeps them hungry.”

✱   Giving in to belief that obesity is caused solely from genetic predisposition.

✱   Misrepresentation of “Nutritional Foods” i.e. (Low fat tends to have high sugar content).

✱   Susceptible to faulty logic: “I eat crackers because they’re not as bad for me as chips.”

WE NEED A BETTER PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS  
Human Centred Design enables us to immerse ourselves in the problem space; acknowledge and 
empathize with the reality of a messy situation yet remain open, so that we stay focused on the potentials 
the “problem space” itself creates.  In turn, these potentials will be developed into prototypes and tested 
in real time. 

There’s a lot of stuff we already know which are  
contributing to the problem. These include:
✱   Easy access to “junk food” means that fast food options are on every corner  

and energy dense foods are readily available in supermarkets

✱   Fast and energy dense foods are marketed to be “irresistible” 

✱   Sedentary lives spent on computers and in-front of televisions

✱   Poor role models (i.e. Parents/Teachers who do not live through healthy example)

✱   Far removed from whole food sources (gardens, farmers markets, fresh food  
section of grocery store) means that kids essentially have no experience  
with “fresh/whole food”

✱   Influence of peer pressure in and outside of school

✱   Lack of access and affordability of fresh versus fast food
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The iterative process guides and pushes us through limiting thought patterns that arise naturally when 
we are confronted with the immense complexities associated with childhood well-being. 

The power of the design process met with the power of our increased connectedness, the power of the 
collective thought game-changers such as crowd-sourcing gives us the profound opportunity to focus 
on both potentials and possibilities.  We find ourselves in the midst of a concerning health epidemic; let’s 
aspire to create a compelling vision worth designing.   

  

THE PROJECT  
Through this initiative, Tough Problem and its passionate team are asking YOU to contribute in 
the design of solutions to combat the childhood obesity epidemic. The starting emphasis will be the  
childhood obesity epidemic with the focus being what is believed to be the main culprit: Sugar.  

Taking inspiration from the renowned “Open IDEO” methods to open source problem solving, the initial 
re-search phase will be used to build project context by exploring the realities of the “problem space.”  
We aim to gather personal stories, insights and inspirations and effective existing solutions from you 
through our online Google+ community.  

Based on your insights we will actively engage with your contributions and provoke further idea 
generation with “How Might we….” Exploratory questions. To assure worthwhile concepts are not left 
floating in cyberspace, the end goal of the project will be to prototype and implement with the involvement 
of interested  stakeholders. Tangible solutions are the goal!

THE PROJECT TEAM  
Brisbane-based consultants, Tough Problem in collaboration with designers Patrick Bonk (Blanc 
Canvas Concepts), Clare Villalba (Villalba Designs) and Rowan Lamont (Creative Swift), all passionate  
in the Human-Centred Design process, will lead a community-centric project. 

WE WILL:
✱   Provide a platform, a safe space where barriers often imposed by social/political/ 

corporate hierarchy often limit free flow of dialogue and ideas.

✱   Utilize our design expertise and “utility belt” of design tools to elucidate and synthesis  
value from the contributions of the many.

✱  Ensure a high level of inquiry to provoke fresh insights, perspectives and directions.

✱   Frame/reframe scenarios to maintain focus on creating potentials and solutions  
relevant to initial problem statement.

✱   Understand limiting processes and beliefs that prevent adequate access to daily  
nutrition and activity for our children.

✱  Stoke the flames of conversation, unify the community.

For the sake of our children’s futures; simplistic thinking  
is NOT an option. This calls for “"Design Thinking".”

the untanglers
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